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Foreword
A few weeks ago, with the opening of the academic year, I completed my four-year term
as head of the department. I am gratified by the amount of activity that took place in
the department over these four years. Indeed, it has been a great honor to lead such a
prestigious department. Alongside its impressive academic achievements, the department
serves as a warm and welcoming home, a place to both spend time and further work. I
wish Prof. Efrat Morin, who is replacing me, great success in steering the department in the
coming years. I would like to give particular thanks to the coordinators during my term,
Meital Shtain and Sheli Amir, and of course the wonderful administrative staff, Sarit Azran,
Ora Achituv, and Dahlia Bar-Nahum.
Finally, my thanks to Sheli Amir for her helping editing the newsletter, to Miri Shmida for
the graphic design, to Sara Fuchs for the linguistic editing, and to Deena Glickman for
translating “On the Map” and editing its English version.
All the best,
Prof. Noam Shoval,

Prof. Noam Shoval

Prof. Efrat Morin, Incoming Department Head
Efrat joined the Geography Department’s staff ten years ago following post-doctoral work
in hydrology and water resources at the University of Arizona and a doctorate from Hebrew
University’s Institute of Earth Sciences. Her fields of study include hydrometeorology,
analysis of precipitation data from remote sensing systems, floods, and climate change and
its effect on different environmental systems. Her research is conducted in the Geography
Department’s hydrometeorology laboratory using computerized models and databases
on various scales. A number of research locations, in which unique hydrometeorology
measurements are taken for various projects, have recently been established in Israel. Efrat
has advised students for advanced degrees and post-doctoral students and served as an

Prof. Efrat Morin

The Annual Alumni Get-Together and Department Conference
Will take place on November 21, 2013.

Please click here to see the full program

Prof. David Sharon (1929-2013)
Prof. David Sharon passed away in March 2013. Prof. Sharon was one of the Geography
Department’s first lecturers; he worked in the department for many years. Below are Prof.
Aaron Yair’s words in his memory:
We bid farewell today to a dear colleague who was with us for many years. Prof. David Sharon
was one of the founding members of the Geography Department at Hebrew University.
Along with Prof. Asher Schick, he was an active partner in introducing a new curriculum
in the department: GGC, a unique combination of geography, geology, and climatology.
Many of the track’s students have come today to pay their respects. David symbolized the
sharp transition from the primarily descriptive regional geography, which was prevalent
until the end of the Second World War, to physical, experimental, quantitative geography,
Continued on the next page

Prof. David Sharon
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In Memory of Prof. David Sharon, continued
David Sharon’s dissertation constituted a breakthrough in climatology research and earned
widespread recognition in the academic world. While climatology research focused on a
broad scale, assessing tens to hundreds of square kilometers, David chose to check the
spatial changes in volume and intensity of rainstorms on a much smaller scale. His work
focused on one slope, a total of 100 meters. His preliminary findings, which were reproduced
in each storm, indicated that there were significant differences between rainfall quantities
(up to 40%) on the slope. David was not content to just present these findings; he searched
for a physical explanation. He developed a formula which explained the differences over
small distances. This formula took into account factors such as the slope’s local gradient, the
slope’s corners, the direction the storm came from, and the angle of the rainfall (dependent
on the local wind’s speed).
David expanded his research to a broader scale, extending to entire drainage basins (the
Yael River basin next to Eilat, the Sde Boker research basin, the Lehavim basin, and the
Nitzana dunes). The more precise comprehension of rainfall distribution and intensity led
to a deeper understanding and recognition of the significant hydrological differences in
the breadth of entire drainage basins.
David was known for his rigorous attention to detail in writing. He was pedantic in the best
sense of the word. He never submitted a paper for publication until he was convinced that
the paper – text and illustrations – was perfect.
David was a model in his tenacity. Despite the health constraints he faced, he steadfastly
came to work each day. He never complained about his condition; a smile was constantly
on his face. Even after retiring, he continued to teach. Students were drawn to him and
connected with him. Most came back often to enjoy learning from his broad experience
and his valuable advice. David was our lodestone in everything related to climate in the
broadest sense. He will be greatly missed.
May his memory be blessed.

New Appointments

in the Academic and Administrative Staff

Dr. Emily Silverman, Lecturer
Emily arrived at Hebrew University’s Geography Department after traveling a winding road.
She was raised in New York city, and spent Sundays going on long walks with her father.
He would show her transitioning neighborhoods; she had no idea then how profound the
changes would be. Her first encounter with Israel was at age twenty as a sociology student.
“I am travelling to study communal lives on kibbutz,” she explained, “But I have no interest
in Israel.” Since 1984, she has lived in Kibbutz Megiddo, Nazareth, Tamra in the Galilee, Be’er
Sheva, Kibbutz Ketura, Neve Tzedek, and Kerem Hateimanim, and finally settled in south Tel
Aviv.
Her doctoral studies were conducted at the London School of Economics during a period
of great investment in the English “urban renaissance.” She is very hopeful that Israel, too,
will be able to empower and enrich urban life, defining a good city as one that leverages
mobility and social resilience.
Emily comes to the Hebrew University following post-doctoral work at the Technion, where
she founded the Communal Planning Lab and specialized in housing policy and urban
renewal. These days she is working with a talented team establishing an Urban Clinic at
Hebrew University in which students can take part in practical projects that promote the
values of social equality and justice in the city. Jerusalem is a new city for her—and she
would be happy to receive suggestions for excursions to favorite neighborhoods and areas.

Dr. Emily Silverman
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Diane Miller, A New Cartographer in the Department
Diane began her work in the department in April 2013, following Tamar Soffer’s retirement.
Diane received two degrees from Sapienza University in Rome: an undergraduate degree in
industrial design and a graduate degree in graphics, multimedia, and visual communication.
During her undergraduate studies, she worked as a graphic artist for Gruppo T. Over the
course of her graduate studies, she worked as a graphic artist, illustrator, and translator at
L&C Light and Color Studio. The studio focused on documentary films, political campaigns,
illustration projects, and even three-dimensional programs for children. In July 2012, she
began work in the Office of the Rector at Hebrew University; as of April 2013 she has been
in the Geography Department as a graphic artist and cartographer. She enjoys her work in
the department and the opportunity she has been given to combine her knowledge with
new and challenging projects.

Diane Miller

Retiring Administrative Staff
This year we bade farewell to Tamar Soffer, Menashe Zaken, and Dr. Tamir Grodek, all of
whom retired after many years in the Geography Department. Our greatest thanks to
them for their dedicated service and best wishes for long lives, health, and success in the
numerous projects they continue to promote in the university and outside of it.

Tamar Sofer
Tamar Soffer first came to the Geography Department’s cartography lab forty years ago, in
1972. Since 1990, she has served as the lab’s coordinator. From the time Prof. David Amiran
established the department after the War of Independence and the declaration of the
State, the cartography lab has filled a central role. The unit was founded by Naftali Be’er
and Miriam Carmon. Tamar Soffer took on more roles in the lab, eventually taking on its
administration.
Hebrew University’s Geography Department cannot be described without its cartography
unit. This unit faithfully served all of the department’s lecturers in their lectures and
research, as well as its research students and research institutes. Tamar herself, with an
undergraduate degree from the department and advanced studies in cartography in Israel
and abroad, became the unit’s backbone. She lectured on cartography in the department
and filled many central roles in the important research endeavors that received local and
global acclaim. These include the renowned Atlas of Israel, published in 1985; the New
Atlas of Israel, 1995 edition; the New Atlas of Israel—The National Atlas, 2008 edition; and
the assembly and editing of the Atlas of Israel’s English translation in conjunction with
the Survey of Israel. All this was accomplished
alongside her assistance with numerous significant
studies and publications put out by the lecturers
and students in the department.
Tamar’s retirement from the department leaves an
empty space. Her geniality, her benevolence, her
serenity, her openness to each and every request,
her tremendous professionalism—these will all be
missed by the department’s lecturers, students, and
staff. We hope Tamar will stay in contact with us at
the home she built in the Geography Department
after her retirement. All of the lecturers, staff, and
students wish her success and vigorous activity in
everything she endeavors on her new path.
In The 80’s
(Prof. Yehoshua Ben-Arieh)

Tamar Sofer
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Dr. Tamir Grodek
Over the many years he was an active part of the Geography Department, Tamir’s contribution
was highly significant—especially his great role in founding the Center for Computational
Geography. Tamir was one of the idea’s initiators; he helped establish the center and even
served as its administrative supervisor in recent years. This was a natural continuation of
Tamir’s activity over the years, in which he specialized in novel measurement technologies
and methods including GIS, which were in turn the foundation for establishing the Center
for Computational Geography and the Geoinformatics curriculum.
Furthermore, Tamir—who has a doctorate in physical geography—was an integral part
of the research team in this field. He had a highly significant influence on the teaching
in mandatory and elective courses as well as in guiding seminar students and advanced
students. Tamir was also active in physical geography research, at times even leading
studies. Another of his important contributions was his assistance to students working on
research with an experimental component. Some of the department’s lecturers were not
well-versed in novel measuring technologies, and Tamir enlisted to guide the students in
the experimental portions of their research, helping to install field equipment, to collect
and analyze data, and to conduct experiments. This work often involved an outing to the
field and work at unconventional hours. Many students past and present owe Tamir a debt
of gratitude for the experiments in their research.
Beyond all of the above, what singled out Tamir was his willingness to assist anyone who
needed help in technical, technological, or computational tasks—or indeed anything else
in his field of expertise. He was always available to help those in need to fully solve problems,
in devoted and genial fashion, notwithstanding the person’s status in the department—
researcher, student, or administrative staff. His absence in the department will be felt,
but we are sure that he will enjoy his free time and new pursuits, and we wish him much
enjoyment on the road ahead.
(Prof. Efrat Morin)

Dr. Tamir Grodek

Menashe Zaken
Our colleague Menashe Zaken began his work in the department as a trainee technician
in 1967, with the establishment of the physical geography lab. We quickly saw that he was
a young and energetic man with a great desire to succeed and contribute to the research
being conducted in the department. His great desire to be part of the research conducted
by staff found its expression in two ways. First, Menashe did not suffice with learning the
technical execution of lab tests, but strove to understand the tests’ scientific significance.
He therefore registered as a student in the Geography Department and completed
undergraduate studies with honors. Moreover, despite the fact that he was not required
to do so, he always volunteered to go on field trips with the department’s lecturers and
research students so that he could closely inspect the relationship between the field work
and the lab work. Thus it is not surprising that he quickly integrated in the course “Field and
Lab Methods.” He guided and assisted many students from Israel and abroad in lab work.
In all his years of work, one special characteristic always stood out: his aspiration to help all
who asked for his assistance.
His wish to help others was also manifest in the fact that for many years he served as a
member of the university’s workers’ committee.
As the lab was his second home, there can be no doubt that even after his retirement
Menashe will continue to appear, on a voluntary basis, at the lab and aid all who need his
help.
In my name and in the name of all of my colleagues, I want to express my deepest gratitude
for his important contribution to furthering research in physical geography and wish him
many years of health and continued activity to help others.
(Prof. Aaron Yair)

Menashe Zaken
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Recently Published Research
Prof. Daniel Felsenstein and Dr. Michal Lichter/
A New Tool for the Dynamic Mapping of Natural Disasters and Catastrophes on the Internet
The last natural disaster to strike New York (Superstorm Sandy) and Hurricane Katrina in
New Orleans a few years earlier raise the important question of the differential vulnerability
of various population groups following extreme flooding in particular and environmental
disasters more generally. They also bring up the issue of the degree of harm to the economic
welfare of weak demographic groups.
Traditionally, the public and professional discourse about extreme natural events revolves
around questions of engineering, such as the cost of defense, or physical questions, such
as the ecological effects and the damage to flora and fauna ecosystems. Little attention has
been paid to social effects and estimations of damage to property and populations.
It is known that extreme events have a differential effect on populations, stemming from
their geographic spread and their differential abilities to contain the disaster.
Research conducted within the SECOA project, funded by the EU (FP7), by Dr. Michal
Lichter and Prof. Daniel Felsenstein in the Geography Department, mapped marine
flooding areas in Israel in scenarios of rising water levels (including a rise of up to 2 meters
in sea level in the twenty-first century) and different extreme scenarios in flooding. The
mapping was conducted until a maximal level of 10 meters, which includes a hydrological
connection to the sea (the low-elevation coastal zone, or LECZ). The mapping is presented
on dynamic interactive maps online (http://ccg.huji.ac.il/dynamicmap/index.html), which
can be divided into three categories: evaluation of at-risk population, financial evaluation
of property at risk, and an index of populations’ socioeconomic vulnerability.
The ability to move between different flooding scenarios on Israel’s coast, along with a
presentation of data about socioeconomic vulnerability in tables and graphs for all
scenarios on the national and municipal levels, makes this interactive use possible. The
system sits on a Google Maps platform, in which the user can simulate different levels
of sea flooding using a slider and receive immediate results about the expected damage

Prof. Daniel Felsenstein

Dr. Michal Lichter

along the coastline in three different categories—social vulnerability, population at risk, and value of damage
to buildings and capital—with the click of a mouse.
Making Data Available to Professionals and the Public
The system makes data available to policy makers, local authorities, planners, directors of disaster command
centers, and the public. Until now, data have been presented in static, long, and complicated reports and
tables—which can also only contain a limited amount of data. Now they are available to all in an interactive
manner, enabling one to query a large-volume database in a spatially focused way with a simple click on the
map. The user can thus extract a lot of information that is also spatially targeted.
The Database: Spatial Dis-aggregation of Data and Reliable Spatial Dispersion of the Population
The number of residents in each statistical region in the country was received in aggregate level of each statistical
region. In order to reliably determine where the country’s populations live and to receive the most accurate
distribution of residents, residents were relocated into residential buildings by income. The database the system
is built on uses a detailed layer of buildings from the department’s Center for Computational Geography and
from aggregate socioeconomic data on the level of statistical regions. The building level includes the height
of each building and its function. Based on function (residential/not residential) the number of floors and area
of each floor were calculated. Accordingly, aggregate data on the level of statistical region were distributed in
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the space according to the floor area of each building in order to receive a more correct spatial representation
of property and population. For instance, residents were placed in buildings in the space based on average
congestion of built area in a statistical region. Socioeconomic characteristics of populations were calculated
in the same way, as was an index of social vulnerability. The data were presented on an aggregate level of
municipal entities.
Web GIS
Information was processed on Desktop GIS (a desktop geographic data system) and on Python and a dedicated
database was established; presentation and accessibility of the data was accomplished on the internet using
a number of application programming interfaces (API) such as Google Charts API, Google Maps API, JQuery UI
API, and more, in order to make possible querying and the presentation of dynamic and interactive information
on the system.
At present, the system presents flooding damage from the sea, but in the future it will be able to map areas
under threat of other environmental risks, such as earthquakes, industrial disaster, and the like.

Prof. Noam Levin /
Integrating Financial and Political Considerations in Planning the
Systematic Natural Preservation of the Mediterranean Sea.

The Mediterranean Sea is a unique and vital area environmentally; the countries around it
are populated by approximately 250 million people, many in coastal areas. Factors such as
fishing, ports, ship movement, oil and gas drilling, and pollutants are a significant threat for
the Mediterranean Sea’s biological diversity and diverse ecosystems. Yet only 0.5 percent of
Mediterranean Sea water is near protected beaches in marine nature reserves. One challenge
for systematic conservation and environmental planning on the scale of the Mediterranean Sea
is the fact that it is surrounded by more than twenty countries of very different demographic,
economic, and political makeup. At present, many countries in the Mediterranean Sea region
are involved in a process of defining their economic waters and expanding their use of those Prof. Noam Levin
areas. After all of the countries define the boundaries of their economic waters (2000 nautical
miles from the coast), all parts of the Mediterranean Sea will be under a country’s (partial)
sovereignty.
In 2011, Prof. Salit Kark led an international workshop in which the effects of collaboration in planning nature
conservation were examined. One of the workshop’s outcomes was a study published on the cover of BioScience
(Levin et al., 2013) which examines how to integrate socioeconomic and political considerations in cooperation
between countries as part of planning Mediterranean Sea nature conservation. Within the study, the team
quantified the tourist, economic (such as trade), governmental (such as signing international environmental
agreements), and political ties between Mediterranean countries by creating matrices and mapping the
models (figure 1). The research found
strongest ties on various parameters affecting
conservation planning between the northwest
Mediterranean countries, particularly between
France, Spain, and Italy. They also found that Italy
is a key player, due to its central location in the
Mediterranean Sea, on a variety of parameters
that influence maritime conservation. Under
the assumption that the countries with the
strongest economic and political ties would
have an easier time cooperating in planning
cross-border conservation, they used the
intensity of trade ties as a variable representing
the cost (the difficulty) of collaboration.
In order to demonstrate the approach’s
application to conservation planning, the team
employed an Australian program developed Figure 1: The intensity of trade relations between Mediterranean
for planning of the Great Barrier Reef (Marxan).
countries. Low values represent high rankings (strong ties)
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Figure 2: The change in frequency of decision
in planning units taking into account
collaboration between countries in planning
Mediterranean Sea conservation. Warm
colors represent areas that are important to
conservation, in which the chances of success
are higher when economic and political
considerations of cooperation between
countries are included in the analysis. The
black lines in the Mediterranean Sea represent
the (theoretical) economic mile area of
Mediterranean countries.
The program, used for spatial planning conservation, makes it possible to determine the optimal array of
protected areas, maximizing the goals of conservation while minimizing cost. By comparing two scenarios—
one that takes collaboration between countries into account and one that does not—they found that when
international collaboration was included in conservation, the cost-benefit ratio was improved; there were greater
chances of success in the northwest Mediterranean area (figure 2). One recommendation for future research is
to include social considerations on top of biological considerations for planning marine conservation.
Levin, N., Tulloch, A. I., Gordon, A., Mazor, T., Bunnefeld, N., & Kark, S. (2013) Incorporating Socioeconomic and
Political Drivers of International Collaboration into Marine Conservation Planning, BioScience 63 (7), 547–563.

Prof. Noam Shoval/

Street-naming’ tourism development and cultural conflict: the case of
the Old City of Acre/Akko/Akka

Much research has been conducted on the subject of street names, but most focuses on
historical and political dimensions of naming. This article presents a new research angle that
includes analyzing the relationship between local residents and street names after names
have been given and signage posted.
The first part of the article presents the statutory-historical process of giving names to streets
in Old Acre beginning in the British Mandate period, during the State of Israel’s first years, and
until today. The article focuses in particular on the second half of the 1960s, a period in which
most street names were given in Acre’s Old City, out of a declared intention to help visitors
Prof. Noam Shoval
orient themselves in the city and to help increase the city’s attraction to tourists.

The article’s second section depicts the unofficial naming system for streets and areas in the old city amongst the
local residents. It also explores the residents’ attitudes to the process of name-giving for “tourism purposes” and
their signage around the city. The struggle over street names has developed, in effect, into a struggle over Old
Acre’s identity, conducted between the municipal and national establishment and the residents of the Old City.
The study was recently published in the Institute of British Geographers’ journal, one of the most important
journals in the field of geography:
Shoval, N. (2013) Street Naming, Tourism Development and Cultural Conflict: The Case of the Old City of Acre/
Akko/Akka, Transactions of the Institute of British Geographers DOI: 10.1111/tran.12003
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Scholarships and Awards

Prof. Ilan Salomon

wins the Rector’s Prize for Excellence in Research and Teaching

Prof. Ilan Salomon received the Rector’s Prize for excellence in research and teaching in
February. Ilan was given the prize for his years-long significant contribution in studying
transportation and spatial behavior. Ilan completed his undergraduate studies in the Geography
Prof. Ilan Salomon
Department at Hebrew University and his graduate and doctoral
degrees at MIT in 1978 and 1980,
respectively.
Ilan’s research has been published
in leading platforms around the
world and has been well received,
as seen in 3,200 quotes of his articles (according to Google Scholar). Ilan influenced a generation of
students and researchers in Israel
and around the world who continue his approach.

Prof. Ruth Kark

receives 2012–13 Yakir Yerushalayim Prize

On Jerusalem Day Nir Barkat, mayor of Jerusalem, gave the Yakir Yerushalayim prize to
Prof. Emeritus Ruth Kark. The committee that selected the winners was headed by retired
Supreme Court Justice Yaakov Turkel. Below is a summary of its recommendation:
Ruth Kark was born in 1941 and lived in Jerusalem from 1947. A full professor in the Geography
Department at Hebrew University, Prof. Kark was the first woman to achieve that status in
Israel in the field of geography. Her research, teaching, and activity focused on the settling
of Israel; the history of Jerusalem and its neighborhoods in the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries; the city’s religions; and Jerusalem’s Sephardi and Oriental Jews and their role in
building the city. She is one of the world’s foremost researchers on these subjects. She has
published twenty-four books and roughly two hundred articles on Jerusalem and Israel.
Prof. Kark trained generations of students in research and love of Jerusalem. Some became
leading scientists, public figures, or educators in the city. Kark took on many voluntary
public offices, including the government’s Names Committee, the Society for Preservation
of Israel Heritage Sites, the Israel Association of Museums, Israel Educational Television, the
Open University, and Yad Ben-Zvi. Over the years she has garnered numerous prizes and
grants from institutions in Israel and abroad.

Prof. Ruth Kark
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The Prof. Dov Nir Award

for Outstanding Graduate Thesis Awarded to:

Chaim Schwartz
I began my studies in the department seven years ago, with a minor in Jewish history. I
recently completed my graduate degree in geography, on the historical track. The
department’s lecturers generally, and those in the geographical-historical field in particular;
the department’s tutors; the Jewish History department’s lecturers; the fascinating hours of
Prof. Dov Nir
work in the map library; the infinite hours of work with GIS; the rewarding hours of work at
1922–2011
the Mount Scopus library; and the difficult hours of work as a teaching and research assistant
were all milestones that paved my academic path in the field of historical mapping, and for
all I am grateful.
My thesis, under the guidance of Prof. Rehav Rubin, focused on mapping the internal division
of the Jerusalem district during the Ottoman period. Post-colonial research approaches have
led to an academic disinterest in the political boundaries that were ostensibly imposed by
the Turkish conqueror, boundaries that did not reflect the indigenous Arab social dynamic.
But a reexamination of historical sources reveals that the “boundaries” outlined by historians
based on official Turkish village lists are no more than a convenient registration method,
while the space—as perceived by the Turkish conqueror and the Arab resident—was divided
a different way, which is attested to in only a few lone clues.
Chaim Schwartz
About the award: Prof. Dov Nir’s family chose to commemorate his life by giving an annual award in the
amount of $1,000 for one outstanding graduate thesis. The department’s students, and particularly those
studying for advanced degrees, were very close to Prof. Nir’s heart. As such, the combination of cultivating
academic excellence in the department and supporting advanced students reflects his legacy well.
Selection of the winning thesis is the job of the Geography Department’s scholarship committee, and the
criterion for receiving the award is the thesis’s academic excellence. An additional criterion is its connection to
Prof. Nir’s fields of study.
The award will be given in this, its second year, at the annual alumni get-together and department conference
to be held on November 21, 2013.

The Herzl (Herzi) Halevi Prize

for Outstanding Seminar Paper in Undergraduate Studies. was given to:

Alon Kahani

for his seminar paper on “The Effect of the Road Networks
on Walking,” written in his third year of studies within a
seminar led by Prof. Eran Feitelson and Dr. Galit CohenBlankshtain.
His paper asked How does the structure of road networks
in Hong Kong affect walking?
The paper examined the relationship between the
configuration of road networks in the city and the
length of walks on those roads. Tourist spatial GPS data
were used to analyze the amount of time people walked.
These data had been collected during a study conducted
by Prof. Noam Shoval and others in Hong Kong, and
were analyzed using GIS. The analysis demonstrated that
Alon Kahani
a correlation existed between street configurations and
walking behaviors, though this correlation was different than that identified in studies using other methods.
About the prize: Herzl (Herzi) Halevi was a student nearing the end of his undergraduate studies in the
Geography Department when the Six-Day War began. Herzi enlisted in reserve duty with one of the paratrooper
units and participated in the campaign to liberate Jerusalem, falling in battle. Shortly after his death his widow,
Yaffa Halevi, decided, with the help of the family and friends, to commemorate his life by giving an award in his
name. The prize is given each year at a ceremony that takes place around Jerusalem Day within the Geography
Department’s departmental seminar; it is granted to an outstanding seminar paper written within one of the
undergraduate seminars.
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Award for Outstanding Teaching Assistants
The teaching assistants (also called tutors) in the Geography Department are essential;
their assistance in teaching the large introductory courses for undergraduate degrees and
other courses demanding a lot of exercises, such as GIS and remote sensing courses, is
crucial. Each year, the university and the department conduct a survey among the students
about the teaching assistants. In order to emphasize the great importance the department
attributes to the quality of the teaching, it instituted an award for teaching assistants who
ranked high in the assessment survey.
The award will be given in this, its second year, at the annual alumni get-together and
department conference to be held on November 21, 2013.
This year, the prize will be awarded to Mor Peer and Ahishalom Almog:

Mor Peer:

Last year, Mor completed her undergraduate studies in geography and
anthropology-sociology, specializing in the Geoinformatics Division, and was on the
dean’s list. Her seminar paper on physical geography examined the accuracy of an antique
map using GIS. This idea was sent for publication as part of Gad Sheffer’s article in the
International Journal of Geographical Information Science, under the guidance of Prof.
Noam Levin. Over the past year, she has served as a teaching assistant for Adi Ben-Nun in
two courses: “Introduction to GIS” and “Raster GIS Workshop.” This year she began to work in
the hi-tech sector and to advance professionally in the field of computational geography.

Mor Peer

Ahishalom Almog:

Ahishalom’s undergraduate studies were conducted in the
Geography Department and he continued to a graduate degree in the department, on
the historical track, specializing in urban studies. During his graduate studies, he served
as a teaching assistant in the course “Introduction to Historical-Cultural Geography of
Jerusalem through the Ages.”“Teaching,” he says, “was wonderful and enriching for me, and
it contributed much in my completing the learning process I have undergone in recent
years.” In parallel to his studies, he leads tours in Israel and geographical trips abroad.

Ahishalom Almog

Support Scholarships for Department Trips Abroad
The department received a contribution from an anonymous donor to help students in paying the expense of
participating in the department’s trips abroad. Beginning in the 2012–13 year, six scholarships were given in the
amount of 2,000 NIS each per year.
Undergraduate students who completed their fi¬rst year with honors and graduate students are able to apply.
The winners are determined by the Geography Department’s scholarship committee, and the main criterion for
the prize is the student’s academic excellence. Another criterion is his or her social involvement and activities
for the public.
The scholarships will be awarded in this, their second year, during the alumni get-together and conference
taking place November 21, 2013.
Recipients of the award this year:

Ram Nahari

Yoav Lavan

Dor Chajbi

Emilia Kaminitzki

Victoria Vedobin

Efrat Shenhav
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The Cavaglion Scholarship for New Immigrants
The Caviglion family generously donated a scholarship to be granted each year in
memory of Mr. Riccardo (Ephraim) son of Yosef Caviglion. The scholarship is designated
for students who moved to Israel in recent years (and those from the Ethiopian
community). Additional criteria are fi¬nancial situation and academic performance.
The scholarship is awarded each year at the department’s annual alumni get-together
and conference.

Riccardo (Ephraim) ben Yosef Cavaglion

Born in Cuneo, Italy, in 1922, Mr. Cavaglion was one of the last members of the Jewish
community to immigrate from Provence. He studied accounting in his hometown and, in
1938, was persecuted under the Italian Racial Manifesto. After the Nazi invasion of Italy in
1943, Mr. Cavaglion joined an anti-Fascist partisan group.
Following the war, he worked in the textile and carpet trade until 1982, remaining a Zionist
activist throughout. He moved to Israel at the age of sixty and took a course for mature
tour guides given by the Ministry of Tourism in Jerusalem. For twenty years, while already
retired, he continued to guide Italian tourists and imparted a love of Jerusalem and Israel.
He saw in his work a true mission. He passed away in Jerusalem on the 29th of Shvat, 5771
(February 2010).

Riccardo (Ephraim)
ben Yosef Cavaglion

Sara Kalinski Is the Recipient of the 2013 Cavaglion Prize
Sara moved to Israel from Paris, France, in October 2008 after completing high school. She
took part in the Jewish Agency’s Masa program, which gives students the opportunity
to learn about Israel and experience life in the country on all levels. She joined the army,
serving as a company secretary in Nahal’s reconnaissance battalion. After completing her
service, she worked in various Jewish educational programs abroad for the Jewish Agency.
In 2012, Sara began her undergraduate studies in geography and communications at the
Hebrew University in Jerusalem.
Sara Kalinski

Visitors in the Department
in the 2013–14 Academic Year
		
Prof. Anne Shlay

Anne Shlay is a professor of sociology at Temple University in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
She has been awarded a Lady Davis fellowship to work in the Department of Geography.
Professor Shlay is collaborating with faculty member Dr. Gillad Rosen; together they are
writing a book on the politics of space in Jerusalem (Polity Press) and have been comparing
affordable housing policy in Tel Aviv and Philadelphia.

Prof. Anne Shlay

Dr. Christina Cook

Christina Cook has continued her post-doctoral studies in the department this year
under the guidance of Prof. Eran Feitelson and Dr. Itay Fischhendler. Christina received
her doctorate from the University of British Columbia (Vancouver, Canada) in December
2011. Her doctorate examined the fragmentation that exists in water governance in the
province of Ontario in Canada. Christina’s fields of research include water security, scale
and water governance, and the intersection of land management and water governance.
Dr. Christina Cook
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Rachel Friedman

I am from New York and currently a graduate student in geography and urban studies. I completed
degrees in finance and history (focusing on political history) at Touro—Lander College. Realizing
my interests in research and advocacy work, I worked over the course of my studies—first at the
Institute for Public Affairs in media research and Israel advocacy and then in New York City Hall
as a constituent liaison. More recently, I worked for former Senator Hillary Clinton in the business
and consumer affairs department of her legislative office and in research, diplomatic outreach, and
Israel advocacy in the American Jewish Committee’s Department of International Relations.
The rewarding experiences I had in research as well as in teaching global history, introduction to
macroeconomics, and financial analysis at a New York high school—influenced my decision to
pursue a career in academia in a discipline that represents a confluence between my dual interests
in finance and politics.

Rachel Friedman

Gidon Yakar

As a recipient of undergraduate and graduate degrees in geography, I registered this year (2013–14)
for doctoral studies under the tutelage of Prof. Eran Razin and Dr. Gillad Rosen from the Geography
Department and Prof. Mark Rosentraub from the University of Michigan, U.S. The opportunities
the Geography Department gave me over my years of study reinforced my desire to progress
academically and continue my studies for a doctorate.
During my graduate studies, I participated in an EU project within FP7, which focused on
environmental conflicts and land use on the coast of Israel and other participating countries.
My thesis, under the guidance of Prof. Eran Razin, studied obstacles to conflict resolution on the
Gidon Yakar
coastline as a result of systemic changes in government, paradigm change in policy planning,
and sharing the burden of compensation. The study focused on three test cases: the development of Haifa’s port, the
limestone cliffs in Netanya, and the resort in Palmachim. Working on the project gave me the opportunity to connect to
different fields in the department and to the senior staff; it also enabled me to meet with lecturers and researchers from
overseas both in the conference held in Israel and in meetings held in academic institutes around the world. During my
graduate studies, I presented my thesis topic at the IGU conference held in Cologne, Germany, in summer 2012.
My doctorate is in urban studies, focusing on developing sport infrastructure within urban development strategy policy.
It will examine Israeli test cases, such as Jerusalem, Netanya, Haifa, and Nazareth, as well as locations in North America.
The study will integrate quantitative and qualitative research and examine the place of professional sports in urban
development.

Malka Greenberg Raanan

I am an architect, a graduate of Bezalel Academy. I have a graduate degree in geography from
Hebrew University with a specialty in urban and regional studies. This year I am a doctoral candidate
at the Harry S. Truman Research Institute for the Advancement of Peace and an Arian de Rothschild
fellow. I am writing my doctorate on “Space, Power Struggles, and Identities in Jerusalem: An
Investigation Using Mental Maps and GPS,” under the guidance of Prof. Noam Shoval.
For years, my interests and social activity focused on the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. After completing
my army service I began to work coordinating dialogue between Palestinians and Israelis in Nablus
and Bethlehem. My choice to study architecture at Bezalel stemmed from my desire to influence
people’s lives through better planning, taking into account the needs of diverse populations. Upon
finishing my studies at Bezalel I volunteered for two years on a Bimkom’s Kaminkar project; the
Malka Greenberg
goal was to create detailed master plans for the neighborhood of Issawiya in East Jerusalem in
Raanan
cooperation with the residents. During my graduate studies I worked for Turner Architects, which
focuses on planning, conservation, and development policy for projects that include collaboration with the public in
East Jerusalem.
My work and volunteering on different projects in Jerusalem exposed me to the complex relationships between the
establishment and the residents, which is at times characterized by ignorance on the part of the planning authorities
with regard to social, cultural, economic, and environmental needs of weaker population groups. This recognition bred
in me a desire to investigate, within my doctorate, the day-to-day worldviews and spaces of the city’s residents. Against
the backdrop of the security fence, the insecurity about the political future, and the possibilities of conflict resolution,
bottom-up processes keep cropping up from the field, influencing the space and changing the city. I believe that a
better understanding of that “local knowledge” that accrues amongst the different ethno-cultural groups making up
the city would make it possible to find more relevant and appropriate resolutions for them, and thus my research can
serve as a good starting point for continued social and planning activity in Jerusalem’s space.
I live in Jerusalem with my husband Yuval and my two daughters, Noga and Tamar. In recent months I have begun to
train for the next Jerusalem marathon.
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Orly Erel

(Achituv)/Deputy City Engineer and Director of the Central Planning Department at the Tel AvivYafo Municipality
Orly completed a graduate degree in the Geography Department in the 1980s, specializing
in urban and regional studies. Her thesis focused on conservation of sites, comparing Israel to
different countries abroad in terms of administration, policy, and legislation.
Her professional life began at the Society for the Protection of Nature in Israel and the Society
for Preservation of Israel Heritage Sites, in which she was on the council’s founding team and
coordinated the activities with the Tel Aviv municipality. Her work with the municipality opened a
door for her to transfer there, joining the municipality’s newly formed conservation council. Later
on, she ran the municipality’s planning unit, where she embedded conservation values in the
Orly Erel
planning policy.
Today Orly runs the Central Planning Department and serves as deputy city engineer. The department employs more
than eighty workers, roughly half of whom are planners and architects who work in four regional planning departments
and a conservation department. The Central Planning Department creates and prepares urban planning infrastructure;
initiates, promotes, and assists the realization of the city’s planning vision; shapes multilayered integrative planning
policy; creates synergy between the statutory planning systems and the citywide system; and provides support services
to the decisions that are made.
A central part of the city planning work includes plans initiated for different areas that require new thinking, areas that
do not have a leading entrepreneurial figure. The municipality funds the planning and leads it, and in many cases even
plans the area (the Rothschild Central Business District, the employment center in Bitzaron, the Old Central Bus Station
area, the “White City” declared a UNESCO World Culture Heritage Site, and so on). The pinnacle of intra-organizational
municipal planning is the new city master plan created by the strategic unit and the urban planning wing which
is currently set to begin. In addition, the department is responsible for the planning information given to residents,
entrepreneurs, and architects. In this framework, the data have been made available through city GIS and today anyone
can access plans for the city, including a breakdown of those with rights to locations.
“My studies in the Geography Department and the Institute for Urban and Regional Studies,” she says, “gave me the tools
for multilayer and comprehensive vision and long-term thinking, tools to analyze urban situations, and the ability to shift
focus from the individual to the collective and vice versa. These tools make it possible for me to lead the urban planning
in Israel’s most dynamic city, facing the complex and fascinating challenges it entails.”

Congratulations
To Ronnie Ellenblum
on being named
Full Professor.

To Daniel Felsenstein
on being named Full
Professor.

To Noam Levin on
being named
Associate Professor

To the new PhDs :
To Dr. Michal Isaacson, “Spatial Activity of Elderly People,” an investigation using high-resolution timespace data, under the supervision of Prof. Noam Shoval.
To Dr. Yossi Klein, “Planners, Architects and Paradigms in the Planning of Tel Aviv 1909-1975,” under the
supervision of Prof. Ruth Kark.
To Harel Dan, who has completed his third year of undergraduate studies, on receiving the Rector’s
Prize for excellence in undergraduate
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			Department Tour of Jerusalem
On Friday, October 18, 2013, the department’s staff took a tour of Jerusalem’s Old City in honor of the
beginning of the academic year and to mark the end of Prof. Noam Shoval’s tenure as head of the
department.
The tour went to two sites. The first was Stephen Illes’s Jerusalem model in the basement of the Tower
of David. The model was created in 1873 and presented in an international exhibit in Vienna and later in
cities around Europe. The model was forgotten for many years, and was rediscovered as a result of our
work in the department. The tour told the story of the model, its wanderings, its disappearance, and its
rediscovery. We saw how the city of Jerusalem looked shortly before building began to take place outside
of the Old City walls. The second location was a small museum belonging to the Anglican Christ Church
where a number of models of ancient Jerusalem, the Temple Mount, the Church of the Holy Sepulcher,
and the Christ Church are preserved. These models were made by Conrad Schick and Tanz and were
displayed in the past in England. They were collected and returned to Israel, and are graciously displayed
by the Anglican Church.
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Tr ips Abroad
A few pictures from two department trips to Europe over the past academic year (2012–13). This
was the second year in a row that the department took two trips in one academic year.
Pictures from a tour in Rome in February 2013 within a joint course given by Prof. Ronnie Ellenblum,
Prof. Mario Sznajder from the Department of Political Science, and Dr. Alex Yakobson from the
History Department

Pictures from a trip to Barcelona and south Catalonia that took place in May 2013 within Prof.
Noam Shoval’s course. A short video of the tour is available here.

